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Date Country Period Survey* Prior Date Country Period Survey* Prior

31 Jan US Jan 61.8 64.3 29-Jan VN Jan -$500m $2542m

US Jan 8.5 8.1 VN Jan 1.5%/11.5% 24.8%/14.6%

EZ 4Q A 4.6%/0.4% 3.9%/2.2% VN Jan 2.4% 8.7%

JP Dec P -1.0% 7.0% VN Jan 1.9% 1.8%

VN Jan 1.3% -3.8%

01 Feb US Jan --/57.5 68.2/58.7

EZ Jan F 59.0 59.0 31-Jan IN 2021 -- 9.2%

EZ Dec 7.1% 7.2% TH Dec $67m $346m

JP Jan F -- 54.6

JP Dec 2.8% 2.8% 01 Feb AU Jan F -- 55.3

AU Dec -2.0% 7.3%

02 Feb US Jan 238k 807k KR Jan -$1400m -$586m

EZ Jan 4.4%/1.8% 5.0%/2.6% AU 01-Feb 0.10% 0.10%

03 Feb US 29-Jan 250k 260k 02 Feb ID Jan -- 53.5

US Dec F -- -0.9%/0.0% ID Jan 2.2/1.7% 1.9%/1.6%

US Jan 59 62

EZ Jan F 51.2 51.2 03 Feb SG Jan -- 50.7

EZ 03-Feb 0.00%/-0.50% 0.00%/-0.50% AU Dec A$9800m A$9423m

04 Feb US Jan 150k 199k 04 Feb SG Dec -- 4.1%

US Jan 5.2% 4.7% AU

US Jan 3.9% 3.9% KR Jan 3.4%/2.8% 3.7%/2.7%

EZ Dec 5.0% 7.8% PH Jan 3.1% 3.6%

TH Jan 2.4%/0.4% 2.17%/0.3%
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•Survey results from Bloomberg, as of  31 Jan 2022;  The lists are not exhaustive and only meant to highlight key data/events.

Week-in-brief: Tiger 
- The Year of the Water Tiger begs more questions about the outlook than it does offer answers.
- Whether received wisdom that any one mountain may only contain one Tiger will be validated by by a 
hawkish Fed dominating macro and market narratives or is challenged by inflation catch-up elsewhere 
(especially ECB) is certainly a key FX catalyst that demands monitoring.
- For now though, we expect ECB doves to maintain ground when the ECB meets on Thu; and this is likely to 
underpin Greenback strength in the near-term as real EUR yields remain suppressed.
- Meanwhile, if an increasingly hawkish Fed stays the course, then the adage about the dangers of 
dismounting from riding tigers will be laid bare; especially amid richly valued asset markets.
- Especially, if impending balance sheet run-off is delivered "sooner and faster" in H2 2022.
- Point being, prospects of rising rates and shrinking global liquidity compressed within a much shorter time-frame 
brings with it appreciable risks of unsettling markets; perhaps even setting off dislocations.
- To some degree, the embedded risks of capital outflows, and attendant FX volatility may compel EM Asia's 
central banks to tighten sooner than they otherwise might be inclined to; as macro-stability risks  overwhelm the 
case for supporting growth. Fact is, maintaining (maximizing) policy accommodation whilst the Fed plots a 
hawkish course is akin to holding the proverbial tiger by its tail. And quite literally so, as (tiger) "tail risks" of 
asset and FX market volatility mount(ain).
- And true to the wisdom of the Chinese proverb that "even a monkey may be King when there are no great 
tigers in the deep mountain", time will be called on reign of ultra-dovish policy settings in EM Asia is as a 
hawkish Fed reclaims the "mountain" as the "tiger"-in-charge. 
- That said, the RBA doves (Tue) will have more policy space insofar that recovering wage inflation justifies a 
more cautious/gradual approach to policy normalization than what markets are pricing in. While we expect QE to be 
wound down in Feb, markets' mid-2022 lift-off with four hikes in tow for 2022 is overdone.  
- Elsewhere, sharper than expected capitulation in China's manufacturing PMI forsaking expansion (NBS data) 
to slide into contraction (going by Caixin numbers) warn against banking too much on a solid CNY to backstop
(or worse, buoy) EM Asia FX. Instead, pressures from USD bulls are par for the course. 
- Tomorrow, India's FY2023 Budget is expected to lean into optimistic growth expectations, as gradual 
consolidation (to 6.2%) amid buoyant tax revenues buffers headline fiscal tightening. But challenges and potential 
economic headwinds are not negated either. So, a purr rather than a roar.
- 2022 is set to be "the-lady-or-the-tiger" situation; depending on COVID exit, Fed outcomes and geo-politics. 

Indonesia CPI - Temporary Comfort  

- Indonesia's inflation release this week looks set to breach into BI's 2 -4% range on the back of 
continued rise in food and beverage prices.
- Despite the inflation figure likely to represent a 20 month high, the current momentum of inflation 
will still remain confined with the bottom half of BI's range in Q1 .
- Relative to regional peers, the starting point of Indonesia's inflation implies that the BI retains more 
policy space in this perspective to allow for a more entrenched recovery. 
- That said, with rising oil price and global food prices staying elevated, inflation's trajectory is 
projected to continue edging upwards and be rather discomforting for the authorities. 
- There are no cost free options. Restoring higher fuel subsidies will inevitably trigger concerns of 
fiscal slippage and potentially risk macro stability whereas a tightening response by BI will 
impede broadening of growth. 
- These constrains and sharpening tradeoff validate BI’s approach of phased RRR increase and keep 
pipeline demand-pull inflation in check.
- Although, as we pointed out in our report , this may not guarantee durable support for the IDR in the 
context of an aggressively hawkish Fed. 
(See Mizuho Chart Speak, Jan 21, Bank Indonesia: Pro-Stability RR Hike is Backstop, Not Bullet-
Proofing for Rupiah
: https://www.mizuhogroup.com/binaries/content/assets/pdf/singapore/macro/ad-hoc/chart/mizuho-cs_bi-rr-

hike_220121.pdf) 

Thailand - Nascent Inflation Risks; Philippines Inflation Remain Elevated

- While in Thailand, headline inflation staying above 2% (to be released next week) is not an 

immediate concern for the BoT with underlying core inflation still weak. 

- Looking ahead, the risks though are being transferred to the Oil Fund which continues to cap 

retail diesel prices and cooking gas prices. 

- Food prices also remain a simmering risk given its large weight as an escalation could deplete 

household budgets and restrain expenditure. 

- In contrast, both core and headline inflation remains elevated in the Philippines above 3% last 

month. This week's headline print is likely to show flat or slight declining inflation but largely due 

to favourable base effects rather than slowing dynamics.

- Inflation will continue to be a worry for the BSP not only for its consequent impact in slowing 

economy growth but at the same time diminishing their real policy rate differential with the US and 

reduce buffers need to prevent excessive PHP weakening, similar to Korea's situation .

- Yet, with economic growth just beginning to firm, the BSP has their hands tied and unable to follow 

the BoK's lead to raise policy rates in the near term. Instead, they may consider signaling future intent 

to hike rates, with some consideration for RRR measures similar to the BI's case. 

RBA: Ending QE, Not (Rate) Accommodation
- The RBA is set to end QE in Feb, but not policy accomodation as it were.
- For one, ending QE is nowhere near tightening ; nor is it removal of accommodation per se.
- Not even from a signalling standpoint, given that the RBA has adopted a pre -determined quantum/duration of 
QE, merely extended on COVID shocks, rather than open-ended QE. 
- In any case, (market) liquidity limitations to QE (and earlier YCC) mean that the effectiveness of further QE at 
this juncture is debatable; especially with the Fed on a hawkish course.
- Admittedly, the RBA may have to concede, and contend with upside inflation risks; given higher than 
expected inflation print for Q4 and the conspiracy of escalating energy costs in the pipeline alongside 
sticky supply-side inflation from supply-chain kinks.
- But the RBA set to revise inflation projections higher on this mix of cost-push is not to be confused or 
conflated with a sharp hawkish turn in policy stance. 
- For one, wage inflation, whilst recovering, remains subdued. Hence, the RBA need not (over -)react to this 
inflation pick-up. Crucially, elevated household debt and the potential for adverse feedback to banking sector 
assets and te housing market also suggest a gentler path to normalization.
- And so, the gaping disparity between hawkish market bets on rate lift-off by mid-2022, with 4 hikes 
priced in by end-2022, and the RBA's comparatively dovish guidance for no hikes in 2022 will be a 
source of potential volatility in AGB yields and the AUD.
- For now, AUD could remain under the weather even as AGB yields are lifted by ripples from UST yields; 
especially if RBA doves refuse to concede 2022 rate hikes.
India FY2023 Budget: Silver Linings, Not Bullets
- India’s FY 2023 (Apr 22-Mar '23) Budget, to be announced 1st Feb, is touted to set a course for exiting
from COVID on a stronger footing; and by most measures is in good stead to do so.
- But silver linings (from measured fiscal consolidation, robust revenues, re-staring industrial boost, more
astute debt management, etc.) are not to be mistaken for silver bullets (to fix uneven growth, high
oil/inflation, structural deficit/high debt, etc.).
- To be sure, the good news is that robust tax revenue recovery should alleviate the trade-off to growth
support required for a gradual fiscal consolidation to 6.2% (of GDP) deficit;
- from an estimated 6.7% for FY2022 (sharply lower from the COVID deficit of 9.2% in FY2021).
- Given that despite improving activity, the economy is far from being out of the woods, we expect a gradual
glide path to 4.0-4.5% fiscal deficit over the next few years.
- Admittedly, a supportive near-term fiscal stance with a path to further fiscal consolidation allures with
"Goldilocks" proposition.
- But key challenges remain. Uneven recovery and rising inflation challenge finite resources constraints
across near-term offset such as subsidies and longer-term capacity expansion.
- Moreover, oil’s surge in particular is a worry as the negative impact on discretionary demand as well as
eroding margins may circle back to set back the fiscal positions.
- What’s more, hopes of making back ground on the glaring shortfall in asset divestment may be
disappointed, if not dashed by a hawkish Fed and tightening global financial conditions.
- Point being, with tax revenue growth set to normalize, the low-hanging fruits of low cost (in terms of growth
trade-off) fiscal consolidation are being exhausted.
- In all, the silver lining is that FY2023 Budget ought to ensure a delicate balance of supportive growth
dynamics and fiscal consolidation. But it will fall well short of providing unqualified immunity against global
headwinds and structural domestic impediments.
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Philippines' headline inflation easing is not immediate relief while Thailand's 
inflation headline continue to face pressures from transport cost
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Source: CEIC, Mizuho Bank

Korea Inflation - Broader and Higher

- Korea's headline inflation in January and rest of Q1 is likely to remain above 3% while core 
inflation remains above 2%.
- Crucially, inflation has also turned broad based as an increasing number of constituents (more 
than 75%) are showing inflation rates above pre-Covid historical average.
- This will continue to be a source of concern for the BoK, as the elevated inflation pushes down real 
policy rates deeper into already negative territory and worsens the real interest rate differential 
with the US. 
- Consequently, the lower differential implies a smaller buffer for KRW, at a time when the Fed turns 
increasingly hawkish.



Forex Rate Bond Yield (%)

% Chg^ Week Forecast 28-Jan 2-yr Chg (bp)^

USD/JPY 1.39% 114.80 ~ 116.30 USD 1.162 16.1

EUR/USD -1.70% 1.110 ~ 1.135 GER -0.620 1.2

USD/SGD 0.77% 1.3500 ~ 1.3650 JPY -0.056 2.2

USD/THB 1.42% 33.00 ~ 34.60 SGD 1.008 5.3

USD/MYR 0.10% 4.176 ~ 4.260 AUD 0.927 10.2

USD/IDR 0.27% 14,300 ~ 14,525 GBP 0.958 8.9

JPY/SGD -0.53% 1.161 ~ 1.189 Stock Market

AUD/USD -2.74% 0.690 ~ 0.710

USD/INR 0.83% 74.5 ~ 75.5

USD/PHP -0.31% 50.9 ~ 51.6

^ Changes are on weekly basis
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FX: King USD & Water/Paper Tigers

- In a series of surges, the Greenback hit the highest levels since mid-2020 (during the panicked USD 

haven demand during the worst of COVID fears Q2 to early-Q3 2020).

- This partly reveals the hawkish Fed starting to dominate the FX narrative; especially as the ECB looks set 

to lag the Fed in normalization/"lift off" materially.

- Which in turn may underscore the case for real US yields rising fairly rapidly in coming months; thereby 

underpinning corresponding, renewed strength in the USD.

- Whether USD is the King/Tiger of the Mountain is more a debate than it is decided .

- Fact is, policy convergence surprising earlier if the ECB turns hawkish amid a widening split amongst the 

Northern" central banks and the rest is but just one potential for FX volatility (and specifically USD bulls 

being vulnerable to setbacks).

- More importantly, the conviction of the Fed to stay this hawkish course should market sell-off result in 

sharply tighter overall financial conditions is arguably the bigger question; and therefore the binding 

point of contention around USD reigning dominant in the FX markets.

- For now, we expect that an emphatically dovish RBA and reluctant ECB normalization (led by tempered 

taper - as PEPP reduction is cushioned by APP step-up) should prime the USD for buoyancy if not a further 

boost. In which case, EUR and AUD bears may lift the USD moderately.

- USD/JPY though may be a mixed bag subject to the opposing forces of "risk off" and a hawkish Fed.

- Meanwhile, CNY backstop heading into the Year of the Water Tiger could dampen the sell -off in EM Asia FX 

for now; even as Fed hawks flex and EM Asia central banks equivocate.

- If there is one take-away that should augment the view of King USD amid hawkish Feds, it is that the Water 

element of the Tiger requires more fluidity in FX dynamics.

- But the jury is out on whether the hawkish Fed is a Water Tiger that flexes on a bullish USD course or a paper 

Tiger that abandons Greenback ascendancy into Q2 2022. Geo-politics, relative policy shifts and front-loaded 

prising in FX will obfuscate the timing and the temperament of USD moves.

US Treasuries: Bear Flattening  

- Last week, the yield curve bear flattened emphatically as the hawkish FOMC sent 2Y 
up 16bps while 10Y yields were only nudged up 1bps (amid haven support).
- The short end surge could be attributed to both the hawkish FOMC statement as well as 
the leaning in of Fed Chair Powell affirming a March lift off during his conference.
- On the long end, the only certainty was perhaps from the separate statement from the 
Fed which ruled out QT beginning earlier or the same time as the commencement of 
interest rate hikes. Notably, it did not rule out that the QT could begin soon after 
interest rate lift-off. 
- With the timing and pace of QT yet to be determined, some flattening of the yield curve 
was inevitable as markets acted on the spectrum of certainty/probability.
- More importantly, "risk off" markets triggered haven demand for 10Y USTs that 
accentuated the disparity in front-end yield surge and more subdued long-end.  
- Early this week, focus will turn to Bostic's interview over the weekend in particular, 
highlighting the possibility of a 50bps hike and also characterising tighter financial markets 
recently as well functioning, imply that recent treasuries and equities sell-off may be well 
within the Fed's tolerance and calculus. 
- This week, front end 2Y yields may test 1.2% yet while 10Y yields may be set to reclaim 
and retain ground above 1.8%; with the 2% target eyed further out.

JPY: Between Risk & USD Bulls
- Despite the suggestion of USD buoyancy overwhelming, the lift in USD/JPY to mid-115 is no
guarantee of follow-through entrench in the 116-117 region either.
- Mainly because Wall St rebound St on Fri does not put to be potential for more "risk off" triggers
that may incite JPY demand (amid safe haven refuge).
- And s, as sentiments remain shaky and thinner Lunar New Year markets come into play, fairly
volatile tw-way consolidation looks more likely than not.
- Testing higher at 116 is certainly on the cards, but this is not to say that sub-114 regions are
abandoned for good either.
- Insofar that ECB meeting/CPI could shift USD index alonside US jobs/ISM data may be notable
triggers for USD/JPY swings.

EUR: ECB Restrain Not Relief
- The EUR was heavily pressured last week as it sank towards mid-1.11 with the hawkish FOMC
weighing.
- Before ECB, unemployment and CPI print may conspire to backstop the EUR.
- That said, the ECB is likely to look past these releases and therefore, unlikely to provide much
relief for EUR bulls this week but subtle shifts towards reiterating openness and data dependency
which Largarde had already flagged may continue to help restrain weakness.
- If so, a consolidation around 1.12 may be more likely than a reversal of trend.
- Meanwhile, geopoltical threats will continue to engender spots of EUR downside.

SGD: Tougher Climb
- Last week, SGD also deferred to broad USD strength as the USD/SGD was buoyed above mid-
1.35.
- The 0.6% SGD depreciation came alongside the dissipation of CNH backstop while the MAS off-
cycle tightening did not play a strong support given the relatively rich S$NEER.
- This week, SGD will continue to be dominated by the USD but excessive weakness will beyond
mid-1.36 will be restrained by the MAS tightening bias but not given strong buoyancy.
- We expect the pair to trade near the higher end of 1.35 towards mid-1.36.

AUD: Overcast

- The AUD slipped to 0.70-0.71 levels towards the end of last week on the back of an

unequivocally Hawkish FOMC, further aggravating Fed-RBA policy divergence.

- With core inflation (2.6%) in Q4 21 exceeding the mid-point of the RBA's 2%-3% target, bets are

mounting for RBA to turn hawkish at the monetary policy meeting this Tuesday.

- Nontheless, AUD bulls may be dissapointed as RBA is unlikely to fret about inflation without

evidence of wage-price spirals .

- With a hawish pivot remaining a far and remote possibility and RBA's already pre-determined end

of QE, buoyant commodity prices will be a weak backstop for the AUD.

- All things considered, the AUD is likely to remain supressed at 0.69-0.71 levels for the week in

view.

headwinds and structural domestic impediments.
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